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this is a collector's edition, limited to 2,000 copies, packed in two slipcase boxes of 40 pages, in softcover. 'mine is a book made of words
and feelings: words that make you sad, words that make you happy, words that are warlike, words that are accommodating, words that
make you cry. mine is a book that will make you laugh, or cry, or go against your convictions; mine makes you look at things differently.'
(ammaniti) again ammaniti uncovers the tragedy in ordinary peoples lives the awful gap between dream and reality and skewers it to the
page with such elegance that you cannot tear yourself away from the inexorable trajectory of ruin. the big issue from niccol ammaniti comes
a novel set in industrial italy, where a father and son contend with a hostile world, and their own inner demons. the economically depressed
village of varrano, where cristiano zena lives with his hard-drinking, out-of-work father, rino, is a world away from the picturesque towns of
travel brochure italy. so when rino and his cronies come up with a plan to reverse their fortunes, cristiano wonders if maybe their lives are
poised for deliverance after all. but the plan goes horribly awry; on a night of apocalyptic weather, each person will act in a way that has
irreversible consequences for themselves and others, and cristiano will find his life changed forever, and not in the way he hoped. as god
commands is a story of life at the crossroads of hope and despair. steal you awayis also about a boy faced with difficult moral choices that
will define his future. it traces the path to ammanitis follow-up, im not scared, the global bestseller that became a hit film in 2003. in the
end, we get two heart-wrenching love stories for the price of one. this young storyteller exercises the confidence, honesty and sensibility of a
master without spilling a drop of sweat. the times
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